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Why we’ve gathered

here today
Simply put, a browser is your gateway to your life online, and that life is 
very personal. However, we find ourselves less and less in control of our lives 
on the web, as it’s being taken over by employers, corporations, and even 
governments. This limits your ability to be your true self online, even in your 
personal time.



That’s why the world needs Opera:

The Personal Browser.



For anyone with an

internet connection
Opera is for those who open their browser to relax, 
entertain themselves, learn something new, or connect 
with someone. It’s for those who have secrets, opinions, 
needs, and dreams. It’s for those who have 102 tabs open 
– in two browser windows. 



It’s for those who want to improve their quality of life 
online and make it ever more secure. 



It’s for those who value the great design and creativity 
that take the online experience to new places.



Let’s get 
personal
As the personal browser, we encourage you 
to be your true self, online and offline.  


We embrace the unique and don’t shy away 
from the uncomfortable, even when others 
are afraid to go there. 



We’re not afraid to get personal. We’re not 
afraid to be bold and audacious, because 
we believe our actions give people more 
room to be themselves.



Welcome to  
the internet
We’re here to fuel the good times –

because let’s not forget, this is the

internet, after all. We want to entertain

and to be entertained, to get weird and

stupid, to be bold and savage.



Let’s create stuff that’s just epic and

have a laugh over a beer (maybe two).



Logo
Logo, clear space, variations, partnership 
lockup, and misuse examples



Logo

Opera’s logo consists of two 
elements, the icon and the logotype. 



Minimum size 

Digital: 25px wide 

Print: 1 cm wide 



Do not change the size relation 
between icon and logotype.

Full Color Positive (Preferred)

Dark

Light

Full Color Negative



Logo

Variants
For those situations requiring 
higher contrast, we have 
developed a flat, two-colored logo 
as well as monochrome for one 
color print. This version may also 
be used in other situations where 
the full color logo isn’t suitable.

Monochrome White

Monochrome Black

Monochrome RedDark Horizontal

Flat Color Positive

Flat Color Negative



Clear

Space
There must always be sufficient space surrounding 
the Opera logo to avoid competition with other 
visual elementsand to maintain its visual impact.



The recommended clear space is relativeto the logo 
size and is equal to 25% (Y) and 50% (X) of the icon. 
Allow at least this amount of clear space so that it
gives the logo clarity.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
X = 50% Icon height


Y = 25% Icon height

Y

X

X X

X Xr



Partnership 

Lockup
Opera is often branded together with one of our 
partners on all kinds of communication: social 
media, print, packaging, etc. As with the rest of 
the identity channels, it’s important that the 
brand is handled properly in these channels.



Each case will be unique based on the partners 
logo, but the illustrated baseline gives a solid 
anchor point for visual balance

PARTNER

PARTNER

Baseline

50% Icon Width



Misuse

Inconsistent use of the Opera logo 
and icon detracts from our brand 
equity and recognition. Distorting 
or modifying the Opera logo in 
any way negates the consistency 
we strive to achieve. 



These examples illustrate 
what not to do.

Letter “O”

The icon should  not 
function as replacement 
for the letter “O”

Distortions

Do not deform, squish or 
angle the logo out of it’s 
proportions

Effects

Do not add unnecessary

filters or effects

Wordmark replacement

Do not modify the 
wordmark with  
alternative fonts

Legacy branding

Do not use assets reflecting this 
visual style as we continue to 
evolve our identity

Color

Do not change the colour  
profiles outside of our  
primary brand colours

Background colors

Be cautious of lack in contrast 
between the background color 
and Opera icon

Distracting backgrounds

Do not use the logo over

complex backgrounds



Colors
Palette, greyscale, examples,  
Color with photos.



Blue

Pink

Indigo

Orange

Green

Sky

Quartz

Violet

Apricot

Lime

Fig

Frost

Pine

Brew

Marine

Root Red Salmon

RGB 251 99 126

HEX #FB637E

RGB 46 84 255

HEX #2E54FF

RGB 67 159 126

HEX #439F7E

RGB 246 169 115

HEX #F6A973

RGB 167 0 20

HEX #A70014

RGB 124 24 60

HEX #7C183C

Shade Primary Secondary Tertiary

RGB 19 49 92

HEX #13315C

RGB 20 67 58

HEX #14433A

RGB 105 44 9

HEX #461E0A

RGB 0 0 50


HEX #000032

RGB 78 0 9

HEX #4E0009

RGB 250 187 203

HEX #FABBCB

RGB 140 200 250

HEX #8CC8FA

RGB 189 233 201

HEX #BDE9C9

RGB 249 228 211

HEX #F9E4D3

RGB 214 200 252

HEX #D6C8FC

RGB 255 154 157

HEX #FF9A9D

RGB 0 36 156

HEX #00249C

Ice

Rose

Lavender

Vanilla

Mint

Coral

RGB 251 242 244


HEX #FBF2F4

RGB 227 245 255

HEX #E3F5FF

RGB 241 255 242

HEX #F1FFF2

RGB 255 246 238

HEX #FFFAF5

RGB 248 241 255

HEX #F8F1FF

RGB  255 224 224


HEX #FFE0E0



Black 60

Black 50

Black 90

Black 80

Black 70

Black 05

Black 10

Black 15

Black 20

Black 30

Black 40 Black 100

RGB 242 242 242


HEX #F2F2F2

RGB 230 230 230


HEX #E6E6E6

RGB 217 217 217


HEX #D9D9D9

RGB 204 204 204


HEX #CCCCCC

RGB 153 153 153


HEX #999999

RGB 128 128 128


HEX #808080

RGB 102 102 102


HEX #666666

RGB 77 77 77


HEX #4D4D4D

RGB 51 51 51


HEX #333333

RGB 26 26 26


HEX #1A1A1A

RGB  0 0 0


HEX #000000

RGB 179 179 179


HEX #B3B3B3



Color

Pairing
Use colors in pairs. Mix and match 
colors for each unique purpose, 
but ensure good contrast ratios



Signature

Styling Your 


Personal

Browser

The signature Opera styling is  
acheived by a combination of border, 
text, intentional use of the brand colors 
and high quality photoraphy.



Signature

Styling Keep


Personal

Personal

The signature Opera styling is  
acheived by a combination of border, 
text, intentional use of the brand colors 
and high quality photoraphy.



Typography
Primary and secondary fonts,  
and how to use the cursor.



We use typography that stands out and works 
perfectly in contrast with the colorful imagery. 
Our typography is strong - powerful yet 
playful - and never boring or conservative.

Headline


Averta Black




Copy text


Averta Regular

Primary 
Typeface



Poppins is used as an alternative for  
when Averta is not accessible. Available

for download in Google Fonts.

Headline


Poppins Black




Copy text


Poppins Regular

Secondary 
Typeface

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Poppins


The underline on the first character at 
beginning of a headline is called the cursor.  
A distinctive brand element that adds 
emphasis.



The height of the cursor is 2/3 

of the H-stroke’s thickness.



The placement of the cursor is 1/3 below  
from the first letter. The width of the cursor  
is the same as the first letter.   

In non-design aplication such as presentation 
apps, a simple underline will do.

The

cursor

1/3

2/3
Cursor



Disclaimer

These guidelines govern your marketing and promotion of products and services that include an Opera Brand Asset. 
The statements contained herein are for illustrative purposes only. You are encouraged to contact Opera or refer to the 
governing agreement authorizing your use of an Opera Brand Asset for further information. Opera reserves the right to 
revise these guidelines at any time. Any modified guidelines will be published on the Opera website.



Trademarks

Opera’s trademarks, service marks, and logos (“Brand Assets”) are valuable properties. These guidelines apply to the 
authorized use of Opera Brand Assets by Opera’s employees, agents, partners, independent contractors and any third 
party making reference to Opera or any of its products or services. These guidelines must be followed in order to 
properly identify Opera’s brand names for its products and services, and to protect and enhance their value and 
strength. You may not use an Opera Brand Asset without express, written permission from Opera.



Opera reserves the right to revise these guidelines at any time. It is your responsibility as a user of an Opera Brand Asset 
to ensure compliance with the up-to-date guidelines published on the Opera website.
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If you have brand related questions or inquiries regarding

the Opera brand guidelines or how to best communicate

and represent Opera, please reach out to the design team.



Chet Callahan, Creative Lead – chetc@opera.com

Patrick Huertas, Art Director – phuertas@opera.com


